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Abstract
This research investigates to what extent lecturers at universities of applied sciences do regard differentiated rewards—intended to develop and/or display professionalism—to be fair, and to what extent, and in which form, do these stimulate their willingness to (further) professionalise and/or display professionalism. This was a case study research design, and a factorial survey measurement technique was used to collect data. We argue that lecturers believe it is fair that forms of differentiated rewards are used and applied in order to have them develop and/or display more professionalism. Especially the viewpoints/practices that relate to coordination, consultation, and consideration for personal circumstances have an influence on the justice perceived. This paper contributes to the HRM literature confirming that lecturers appreciate financial stimuli enhancing their professionalism; however, elements such as consultation, respect, coordination, and communication are appreciated even more. It appeals to HRM to design new practices which have more stimulating effect on personal and professional growth in subject-specific knowledge.
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1. Introduction
Discussions about the quality of higher education providers have put higher education in the Netherlands under
According to Martens [5], motivation plays a key role in behavioural changes in general, and so this must also apply in the case of lecturer professionalisation. Latham and Pinder [6] defined motivation as a psychological process that is the result of the interaction between the individual and their environment. Watt and Richardson [7] stated that, in the context of lecturer professionalisation, extrinsic motivation implies that lecturers deliver performance for some type of reward, such as obtaining a diploma.

2.2. Lecturer Professionalisation and Differentiated Rewards

According to Hildebrandt and Eom [8] and Hess Rice [9], financial gain is a powerful, appealing, and initial...
stimulus in the process of professionalisation. They added that if lecturers receive a financial reward for their participation in professionalisation activities, this has a positive effect on future lecturer professionalisation.

The reasons for lecturers to display little professional behaviour or any active form of professionalisation, are both internal (the lecturers themselves) and external (arising from their environment). Central to this paper is the external reason, especially the degree to which differentiated rewards entice the lecturers at universities of applied sciences to display and/or develop more professional behaviour and whether they consider them justified.

Although the literature, for example Clugston, Howell and Dorman [10], shows that differentiated rewards can encourage characteristics of professional behaviour, it is unknown as to whether lecturers at universities of applied sciences find them fair and are, therefore, prepared to display behaviour that result in professionalisation, or whether it is the deployment of differentiated rewards that encourages them to do so.

It is, after all, the lecturers’ own intention that determines and decides whether they do, or do not, participate in professionalisation activities. HRM instruments, for instance, may influence lecturers’ behaviour and thereby contribute to more competent lecturers who will be more motivated to develop more professionalism and professionalise further.

There are widely varying views and interpretations when it comes to the motivational effect of differentiated rewards in the context of lecturer professionalisation.

According to Ballou and Pogursky [11], Chamberlin, et al. [12] and Solmon and Pogursky [13], highly qualified staff, including lecturers, are drawn to organisations where their knowledge and skills (and their continual development) are rewarded.

Chamberlin, et al. [12] arrived at a more thoughtful judgement. They stated that by appreciating certain aspects of the work, rewards merely show which aspects are appreciated and which type of behaviour is desired.

2.3. Differentiated Rewards

In this paper, the definition of the concept of differentiated rewards by Hay Management Consultants [14] is used, as it is the most encompassing and often used in studies into issues of rewards in the public sector. For the sake of completeness, the definition is as follows: “every form of making a distinction in rewarding individuals or groups of staff and for which motivation is found in rewards other than the job scale rating, the level on the salary scale and periodic or annual pay raises” (p. 1). These are ultimately the points of departure for differentiated rewards, but they may have a counterproductive effect: employees will be encouraged to develop certain competences in such a way, that they will neglect others. Mulders [15] was even more outspoken and asserted that the prospect of the reward will make employees do everything they can to lay their hands on it. On the one hand, this may improve the performance of the lecturers, as they will fully focus on professionalisation. On the other hand, however, the performance of the organisation as a whole may suffer.

In accordance with the definition by Hay Management Consultants [14] that refers to distinctions in rewarding individuals or groups of staff; this paper will refer to individual rewards when it comes to “rewarding individuals”. For “rewarding groups of staff”, the term team rewards will be used.

According to Hildebrandt and Eom [8] and Hess Rice [9], financial gain is a powerful, appealing, and initial stimulus in the process of professionalisation. This stimulus should be used as a booster within the process of professionalisation, albeit that the appeal of the financial incentive will tone down once other motivational stimuli grow stronger. Van der Heijden [16] concluded, if lecturers receive a financial reward for their participation in professionalisation activities, this has a positive effect on future lecturer professionalisation activities.

2.4. Organisational Justice

When people in organisations feel they are justly treated, this often increases their motivation and involvement and their feeling of appreciation. Therefore, this paper is written on the basis of the gap found in the literature between the impact of differentiated rewards on the willingness of lecturers at universities of applied sciences to further professionalise, and to what extent these lecturers believe the deployment of different types of differentiated rewards in order for them to develop and display their professionalism to be fair.

How fair, or just, do lecturers at universities of applied sciences regard the deployment and application of differentiated rewards as a means to encourage them to develop and display their professionalism?
Consideration of justice within organisations is closely linked to the concept of “employees trust” and has a long tradition within the domain of Organisational Behaviour [17].

How just do lecturers at universities of applied sciences believe it to be that different types of reward differentiation are applied to increase professionalism? To what degree do these stimulate their willingness to further professionalise or display more professionalism?

These are the main questions:
- To what extent do lecturers at universities of applied sciences regard differentiated rewards—intended to develop and/or display professionalism—to be fair, and to what extent, and in which form, do these stimulate their willingness to (further) professionalise and/or display professionalism? (See also Figure 1.)
- To what extent do lecturers at universities of applied sciences regard differentiated rewards—intended to develop and/or display professionalism—to be fair?
- To what extent are lecturers at universities of applied sciences willing to (further) professionalise and/or display their professionalism when (forms of) differentiated rewards are used?
- Is there a relationship between the fairness perceived and the willingness of lecturers at universities of applied sciences to (further) professionalise and/or display their professionalism when (forms of) differentiated rewards are used?

3. Research Methodology

The research strategy employed was an embedded case study according to Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill [18]. The case study strategy was chosen because a university of Applied Sciences is a typical case of higher education in the Netherlands. Case studies can be used for different types of research purposes, including theory building, which identify and describe key variables and their linkages, and theory testing.

This research is based on a number of factorial surveys that were administered to all the lecturers at a medium-sized faculty of a University of Applied Sciences. This measurement technique was developed by Rossi [19] for the purpose of observing how individuals and segments of populations integrate various dimensions of information when forming judgments about complex social phenomena. The factorial survey technique (or vignette study) combines the benefits of traditional survey research with those associated with the experimental design. In essence, a factorial survey comprises short descriptions and questions about fictional or hypothetical aspects that are put before the respondents. These fictional cases are translated into scenarios, also referred to as vignettes, which are manipulated by the researcher [20]. This type of research design, referred to as a factorial survey, is often used to study judgements about justice and is very useful in collecting data that cannot be easily obtained through traditional research methods. The use of vignettes allows the researcher to examine the respondents’ preferences.

In this study, the respondents were questioned through various vignettes—with different contexts. Each respondent received a unique set of vignettes. Each vignette comprised a systematically prepared description of a concrete, but hypothetical situation. The questions per vignette (on individual or team rewards) investigated, on the one hand, to which extent the respondents believed the described vignette situation, which each pertained to a specific reward as a stimulus for further professionalisation, to be justified. These closed questions had to be scored on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from “very fair” to “very unfair”.

![Figure 1. The emergence of more intension or willingness to professionalise through differentiated rewards.](image-url)
In both vignettes (individual and team rewards), the questions were characterised by an alternating inclusion of the variables of form, amount, (representative) consultation, and respect. Based on these different variables, which (may) play a role in the emergence, or not, of a feeling of justice with respect to the application of various forms of differentiated rewards as stimuli for professionalisation, and given our own ambition to include each of these variables explicitly and distinctively, two separate vignettes were designed. Each unique vignette generically represented one of the two types of differentiated rewards: individual and team rewards. The vignettes helped to put the respondents’ focus on specific, independent variables. The variables in the vignettes were the conditions that formed the context.

In the construction of the vignettes the focus was on four variables:

- The form of reward.
- The amount of the reward.
- Any (representative) involvement in the decision-making (consultation).
- The respect that the reward showed.

In both vignettes (on individual and team rewards), the questions were characterised by an alternating application of the variables of form, amount, consultation, and respect. These will be clustered in the analysis of the results in this paper, for the purpose of readability. The general questions also included a set of classifiable variables, such as gender, discipline, working hours, and education. The point of departure for the questions per vignette was to measure the perceived fairness of the four reward variables of amount, form, consultation, and the respect it showed.

Although the two vignettes differed in terms of content, and the statements per vignette were specifically geared to this content, we strove towards uniformity in the statements per vignette. This uniformity was based on the aspects of feelings of justice that were tackled in the statements in all the vignettes, for those were the same for each type of differentiated reward. This means that the research results:

- could be analysed vertically; an inventory could be made per vignette, and so per type of differentiated reward, of the feelings of justice (in its various aspects) that went together with the application of the differentiated rewards, so that the feelings of justice within a specific type could be explicated;
- could be analysed horizontally; due to the aforementioned uniformity in the statements of each set of vignettes, it was possible to assess whether there were any significant differences in (aspects of) the feelings of justice about the two types of differentiated rewards, so that any differences in the feelings of justice between the specific types of differentiated rewards could be explicated.

There were 56 respondents (63%) on the individual rewards vignette and 42 respondents (47%) on the team rewards vignette. From the respondents on the individual reward vignette, 31 were men (55%) and 25 were women (45%). In addition, 10 of the respondents were <40 years old (18%) and 46 were ≥40 years old (82%). Their mean age was 45 years old, and their average length of service for the organization was 10.8 years. From the respondents on the team reward vignette, 25 were men (57%) and 17 were women (43%). In addition, 17 of the respondents were <40 years old (17%) and 35 were ≥40 years old (83%). Their mean age was 46 years old, and their average length of service for the organization was 11.1 years. Most of the respondents had a master’s degree.

4. Results

The main question of this paper is: To what extent do lecturers at universities of applied sciences regard differentiated rewards—intended to develop and/or display professionalism—to be fair, and to what extent, and in which form, do these encourage their willingness to (further) professionalise and/or display professionalism? The percentage of the response to the vignettes provided a representative population sample.

Lecturers at universities of applied sciences believe it is fair, forms of differentiated rewards are used and applied in order to have them develop and/or display more professionalism. Especially the viewpoints/practices that relate to coordination, consultation, and consideration for personal circumstances have an influence on the justice perceived. An additional reward in the form of time compensation is also perceived as fair.

The application and deployment of forms of differentiated rewards have a positive influence on these lecturers’ willingness to (further) develop and/or display their professionalism. A financial incentive is a stimulus for these lecturers to display more professionalism. Another powerful stimulus is the management’s communication with the lecturer about the prerequisites and the amount of the reward.
There is a relationship between the fairness perceived and the willingness of lecturers at universities of applied sciences to (further) professionalise and/or display their professionalism if certain viewpoints and practices are adhered to. The viewpoints/practices that have to do with consultation, discussion, coordination, and consideration for personal circumstances have great value within a process of lecturer professionalisation. Where these viewpoints and practices are concerned, we found a relationship between the lecturers’ willingness to (further) professionalise and the perceived fairness of a practice or viewpoint.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

On the basis of the results, we may conclude that lecturers at universities of applied sciences experience specific practices/viewpoints adopted by the management in a process of lecturer professionalisation to be fair, that a financial incentive may be a powerful stimulus, and that, emphatically, viewpoints/practices that relate to consultation, discussion, coordination, and consideration have major relevance within the process. For both individual and team rewards, it applies that the practices/viewpoints which relate to discussion, consultation, coordination, and consideration for personal circumstances are by far the most attributive towards their believing that the deployment and application of these types of rewards in order to entice them to develop and/or display their professionalism is fair and also encourage them to show more willingness to further professionalise (see also Table 1 and Table 2 for further details).

Obviously, the vignette method also has its limitations. It enables the researcher to examine preferences. Vignettes are systematically prepared descriptions of concrete situations and are assembled from characteristics that are expected to be important in the decision-making that is being researched.

In this study, the respondents received a questionnaire which presented, in brief, different viewpoints or practices of the management as coherent alternatives. It was then up to the respondents to pass judgement. The respondents were thus expected to make a comparative assessment. The limitation of this method was that it merely asked for the respondent’s perception, as the respondents had to imagine themselves in the situation described and consider what they would do in this situation. Therefore, it was not actual behaviour that was measured, but their intentions! Fishbein and Ajzen [21] assumed that intentions were indications of how hard people were prepared to try to put the relevant behaviour into practice.

### Table 1. Summary and results individual reward.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Views/practices</th>
<th>Relevance</th>
<th>(Un)fairness</th>
<th>Level of stimulant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Lecturer receives in their tasks plate 25 extra hours as reward.</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Neutral to substantially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. About the amount of the reward and the conditions of professionalizing is no discussion possible with the management.</td>
<td>Great</td>
<td>Unfair</td>
<td>Scarcie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Lecturer receives a periodic as reward.</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Substantially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. No voice is heard concerning the conditions and the specific professionalization.</td>
<td>Great</td>
<td>Unfair</td>
<td>Scarcie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Lecturer receives a total payback of expenses and a reward of €100.</td>
<td>Neutral to great</td>
<td>Reasonable</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Personal conditions of the professionalizing lecturer will not be taken into account.</td>
<td>Great</td>
<td>Unfair</td>
<td>Scarcie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Lecturer receives €100 as a reward.</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Scarcie to neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Lecturer receives a total expense payback.</td>
<td>Neutral to great</td>
<td>Reasonable</td>
<td>Neutral to substantially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Management communicates with lecturer about the preconditions and the amount of the reward.</td>
<td>Great</td>
<td>Reasonable</td>
<td>Substantially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Lecturer receives a coupon of €75 as reward.</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Scarcie to neutral</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Summary and results team reward.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Views/practices</th>
<th>Relevance</th>
<th>(Un)fairness</th>
<th>Level of stimulant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Lecturer receives in their tasks plate 25 extra hours as reward.</td>
<td>Neutral to great</td>
<td>Reasonable</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. About the amount of the reward and the conditions of professionalizing is no discussion possible with the management.</td>
<td>Great</td>
<td>Unfair</td>
<td>Scarce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Lecturer receives a periodic as reward.</td>
<td>Neutral to great</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Neutral to substantially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. No voice is heard concerning the conditions and the specific professionalization.</td>
<td>Great</td>
<td>Unfair</td>
<td>Scarce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Lecturer receives a total payback of expenses and a reward of €100.</td>
<td>Neutral to great</td>
<td>Neutral to reasonable</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Personal conditions of the professionalizing lecturer will not be taken into account.</td>
<td>Great</td>
<td>Unreasonable to neutral</td>
<td>Scarce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Lecturer receives €100 as a reward.</td>
<td>Neutral to great</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Lecturer receives a total expense payback.</td>
<td>Neutral to great</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Management communicates with lecturer about the preconditions and the amount of the reward.</td>
<td>Great</td>
<td>Reasonable</td>
<td>Substantially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Lecturer receives a coupon of €75 as reward.</td>
<td>Neutral to great</td>
<td>Unreasonable to neutral</td>
<td>Scarce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the basis of the underlying results, reliable statements can be made as to whether lecturers at universities of applied sciences believe the deployment of differentiated rewards to be justified in a process of lecturer professionalisation.

The most important outcome of this study is that lecturers at universities of applied sciences believe it justified that differentiated rewards are deployed in order to have them develop and/or display more professionalism. It was also found that, under specific conditions, it encouraged these lecturers to show more willingness to further professionalise or display more professionalism.

The study made a good start in clarifying that lecturers at universities of applied sciences believe it justified that forms of reward differentiations are deployed to stimulate lecturer professionalisation. We now recommend a large-scale follow-up study, so that more data can be collated and the composition of the group of participants will be more heterogeneous. This would also contribute to the generalizability of the research findings.

This was the very first study into whether lecturers at universities of applied sciences believe it fair that differentiated rewards are deployed (in order for them to develop and/or display more professionalism) and to what extent, and under which conditions, these stimulate their willingness to do so. A reference framework is virtually non-existent. The research findings confirm that lecturers at universities of applied sciences appreciate financial stimuli, but that elements such as consultation, respect, coordination, and communication are appreciated even more. This is a good argument for a critical review of the existing HRM policy and an appeal to HRM to design new systematics that has a far more stimulating effect on personal and professional growth in subject-specific knowledge, practical experience, lecture skills, and performing in a team.

Hess Rice [9] stated that financial gain was a powerful, appealing, and initial stimulus in a process of professionalisation and that this stimulus should be used as a booster within a professionalisation process.

This study showed that lecturers at universities of applied sciences believed it justified that differentiated rewards were deployed in order to have them develop and display more professionalism. It was also found that under specific conditions they encouraged these lecturers to show more willingness to further professionalise or display more professionalism. Nevertheless, additional research is desirable. The private sector has been using financial stimuli to enhance professionalisation for quite some time now. Which of their insights and assumptions might be successfully adopted by a university of applied sciences?
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